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800 words tv show

Sorry. Our team is still working to bring you world-class TV from Britain and beyond. George Turner's plan to start his family back in life by moving them across the Tasman to the town of Weld, New Zealand, won't get off to the perfect start. It's a struggle or escape time for the Turner family as faulty plumbing and poorly
chosen words sees the city of Weld rise up against their new Australian import. When George goes on the offensive, tracking the source of bizarre rumors about him, what he learns changes everything between him and Weld's women. When he admires his status as a new lady about the city of George, he is dragged
into celebrating (or not) weld's X-rated history. As the ground moves under George's feet, the opportunity for him to kill a demon from his past presents himself - and leads to the issuance of a very rash call. George rushes into unravelling the mystery of Sir Frederick Weld's missing head – when he should solve a very
different mystery, another much closer to home. George struggles with the realization that while he was looking the other way this whole other world was happening - a world he so not qualified to deal with. George Turner brought his family to the town of Weld, New Zealand, in search of a new life. This life is now in
ruins. So where now, George? Comedy dramas are a fairly popular genre; they are one of those sections of television that returns season after season with new takes on the genre. One of the most utensive themes of comedy is one that revolves around family dramas. 800 words is one such series that explores the
relationships on which the family is built. Based in New Zealand and Australia, the series is a joint production of South Pacific Pictures and Seven Productions. The story revolves around a guy named George Turner, who works for one of Sydney's best-selling newspaper companies. He works as a well-known columnist
who writes weekly columns. He has two teenage children named Arlo and Shay. The series is made for Network Seven and is co-directed by Pinot Amenta and Mike Smith. Amenta, a very popular Australian director, directed various most popular series such as Sullivans and All Saints and Conspiracy 365. 800 Words
was first released on September 15, 2015 on the Seven Network in Australia. It was then picked up by Acorn TV to air in the US. The show has had 3 successful seasons so far. Now the question is, will 800 words be season 4? We'll delve into this issue, but first let's quickly look at the details of the series. 800 words
Plot: What is it about? Even earlier, there have been screenings showing the struggles of a single mother or father coping with the struggles they face due to a lack of others of their own. 800 words is another such show that beautifully explores the subject. The show's slogan Sometimes all you need is a fresh start, in
different ways, explains the show's principled theme. In 2010 starts with George Turner, who leads the show. George is a well-known columnist in Sydney, Australia, who is dealing with his wife's sudden death while working with their two children. George decides that he needs a change in his life and out of nowhere,
buys a house online in a fictional, picturesque town on the shores of New Zealand called Weld without so much visit or meeting the person who sells the property. George's impulse leading to this abrupt decision stems from the memory of the childhood holidays he had on the Prairie. Excited by the prospect of starting a
new life altogether, he quits his job and informs his children about a situation that is still stuck in the mechanism of overcoming the loss they have suffered as a mother. The children now face an uncertain future and after initial objections decide to move to New Zealand, leaving behind their lives in Sydney. Things take a
wild turn for George and his children, who are not yet accustomed to their mother's death because their colourful and inquisitive neighbors find themselves a threat. Four lonely ladies develop a new interest in the life of one columnist and his children. During the series, both George and his daughter Shay find love when
they enter into a new relationship, and Arlo focuses on his scientists. The journey of families through good and bad times is depicted through a series of comic elements, and most often, their humor falls into the right notes. While the show was canceled after its third season, the arcs of their protagonists were wrapped up
in a public place. 800 words: Who's in it? 800 Words is a stellar-heavy series. The presenter, George Turner, is played by Australian star Eric Thomson. Eric Thomson Thomson is known for playing the role of Aida in the TV series Hercules: Legendary Journeys. Thomson also played important roles in various shows such
as Princess Xena Warrior and Young Hercules. In addition to Thomson, Melina Rydler is also seen in an important role. Wilder, who has earned fame for his various roles in TV shows such as Rake and Brock, portrays the character Shay Turner, George's teenage daughter. Benson Jack Anthony plays the role of Arlo
Turner, george's son. Michelle Langstone, who played the role of Dr. Catherine Kath Manks in Power Rangers S.P.D. and Birdie Carter in McLeod's Daughter, is also seen in prominent roles. Season 3 of Part 2 also brings on board Jamaica Wan as Emmy, Reeve Davey as Terry Turner, Millen Baird as Robert Robbie
McNamara and Jackie van Beke as Gloria. 800 words 4 season release date: canceled or renewed? 800 Words premiered on June 1, 2018 on Acorn TV in the United States, following the release of Seven Network in Australia on September 12, 2017. As for next season, you should know that the series was a respected
project of the Australian network. It was first announced on October 29, 2014, while the first episode premiered on September 15, 2015. The show opened for response and enjoyed a loyal base with the audience through its 3-season run and 40 episodes. However, the series could not withstand its high ratings much
longer, and the charm that made it a super-hit began to fade. After the finale in 2018, the series was canceled for unknown reasons. So, yes, here you go. Season 4's 800 words have been canceled and are not returning anytime soon. 800 Words Trailer Although '800 Words' gained great popularity, it ended in a sharp
end. However, the show and its previous trailers are enough to leave a smile on the faces of viewers. Watch the trailer for the debut season below: Read more: The best comedy shows on Netflix 800 wordsProme title card for 800 wordsGenreComedy drama, filmed by James Griffin Maxine Fleming directed by Pinot
Amenta Mike Smith starring Eric Thomson Melina Vinson Benson Jack Anthony Donald Donald Bridie Carter Emma Leonard Alexander Tarrant Michelle Langstone Anna Julien Cian Elyse White Composer StevenCountry Origins New Zealand Australia Original LanguageEnglishNo. seasons3No. episodes40Productive
Producers Kelly Martin Chris Bailey James Griffin John Holmes Julie McGouran Producers Chris Hempson Chris Bailey Cinemafred Renata Run time45 minutesProductive company Seven Productions South Pacific Pictures ReleaseOriginal Network Seven Network TVNZ 1 Image Format576i (SDTV)1080i (HDTV)Audio
FormatStereophonicFirOriginal release15 September 2015 (2015-09-15) -2 October 2018 (2018-10-02)External linksOfficial Australian websiteProduction site 800 Words (stylized under 800 words) - Australian-New Zealand comedy-drama series. In 1999, the band released their first studio studio, The New Year's Day,
which was released in 2008. Plot summary George Turner is a popular columnist for Sydney's most popular newspaper, writing a weekly column in which he insists there should be exactly 800 words. After his wife's death, he bought (via the internet and invisible) a new home in a fictional small New Zealand seaside town
called Weld, where his parents took him on vacation as a child. He then has to break the news to his two teenage children, Shay and Arlo. But the colorful and inquisitive locals at Weld ensure that Turner's dream of a new start doesn't go exactly according to plan. [1] The production was first announced on October 29,



2014 with highlights from Channel Seven in 2015. [2] South Pacific Pictures CEO Kelly Martin said: Seven favorite scenarios from the beginning, and we are pleased that this project is ongoing. This allows South Pacific Pictures to expand our horizons and it will open up some great opportunities for our local actors and
crew. [3] Sevens program manager Tim Ross stated: If you think this show has a bit of the same feel and vibration as packed to the rafs, you're dead right - and we don't apologize for it. Filming began on March 2, 2015. [1] October 19, 2015 South Pacific Pictures has updated the show for a second season. It premiered
on August 23, 2016 in Australia. [6] On January 24, 2017, the Seven Network announced that the series had been renewed for a third season. [7] It was nominated on September 12, 2017,[8] with a mid-season finale after eight series. [9] On August 17, 2018, the Seven Network canceled the series after three seasons.
[10] Eric Thomson's casting of George Turner[1] by Melin Viller as part of Shay Turner[1] Benson Jack Anthony as part of Arlo Turner[1] by Rick Donald as part of Jeff Woody Woodson, an Australian expat who moved to Weld for surfing. [1] Bridie Carter as Jan. Former Boss and Editor of George in Sydney[1] Emma
Leonard as Tracy Dennis; Australian expat and Shay and Arlo form teacher at Weld High School. [1] Michelle Langstone as Fiona; owner-operator of the Club Weld Boat and the driver of the voluntary ambulance. [11] Anna Julien as Katie Bell; artist and owner of weld art and crafts gallery. [11] Sian Elise White as
Hannah; a surfer who works part-time at the Weld Boat Club and a local surf shop. [11] Jonathan Bruch's recurring cast as Monty McNamara, a real estate agent who sold George his new home in Weld and is a volunteer firefighter. [12] Peter Elliott as Bill Big Mac McNamara, financial king of Weld, and father of Bill Jr.,
Monty and Robbie. [12] Paul Glover is Bill McNamara Jr., the father of Lindsay and Jared. Manon Blackman as Lindsey McNamara, daughter of Bill Jr. [12] [13] Matt Holden as Jared McNamara, son of Bill Jr. Olivia Tennet as Siouxi McNamara, daughter and monty secretary. [12] John Lee is Constable Tom, a local
police officer and weld photographer. [12] Alex Tarrant is Aik, one of Zac's children, and loves interest in Shea[1] Rheon Bell as Billy, Katie, and son Zac[12] Rob Kip-Williams as Zac, Katie's ex-partner, and Aik's father, Hannah, and Billy. Renee Lyons as Brenda, runs Jesse Griffin's supermarket as Sean, works for local
councilman Henry Beasley as Ollie, works at a petrol station, has a frustration on Shay. David Fan as Smayler. Thandie Wright as Laura Turner (flashbacks), george's wife and mother Shay and Arlo died. Jackie van Beek as Gloria, production manager of a local newspaper, News Silk (Season 2) Millen Baird as Robert
Robbie McNamara, former Fiona (Season 2) Dad Davey as Terry Turner, George's younger brother, who is a chef. (Season 2) Jamaica Vaughn as Emma, Fiona's niece and summer love interest Arlo (Season 2) Jessica Redmayne as Poppy, Woody's 16-year-old daughter Rachel Karpani as Mary, ex Woody and Poppi's
mother Miriam Smith as Ngaguia, the former Zac and Aika's mother. Elizabeth Hawthorne as Trish, Laura's mother. Peter Hayden as Roger, Laura's father. SeasonEpisodesOriginally episodes to airFirst airlast on air1815 September 2015 (2015-09-15)3 November 2015 (2015-11-03)216823 August 2016 (2016 -08-23)4
October 2016 (2016-10-04)831 January 2017 (2017-01-31)21 March 2017 (2017-03-21)316812 2017 (2017-09-12)24 October 2017 (2017-10-24)814 August 2018 (14 August 2018)2 October 2018 (October 2, 2018) Season 1 (2015) No 2 in totalNo. inseriesEpisodeDired usingwritten orginal air dateAus.
viewers11Episode 1Pino AmentaJames Griffin15 September 2015 (2015-09-15)1,219,000[14] After the death of his wife, column writer George Turner breaks the news to his two teenage children that they will be moving from Sydney to Weld, New Zealand. They arrive in a small coastal town to a sculpture running, a
half-day house and a mink neighbouring. 22Epizod 2Pino AmentaMaxine Fleming and James Griffin22 September 2015 (2015-09-22)1,192,000[15] Writing a column in a previous episode calling Weld a dead-end city, George faces the utter anger of locals. This causes friction for everyone, including Shay and Arlo, who
are trying to fit into the school. 33Epizod 3Mayck SmithJames Griffin29 September 2015 (2015-09-29)1,170,000[16] After refusing to disclose the cause of his wife's death, rumors run wild in Weld about George, and his concerns about the school bus driver are exacerbating things. He traces the lies back to their source
while Shay makes new connections with the local, Aik. 44Epizod 4Maik SmithMaxin Fleming and James Griffin6 October 2015 (2015-10-06)1,055,000[17] George considers Weld's women and whether he is ready for romance after the death of his wife. He and Arlo learn more about Weld's delicious history through one
of McNamaras's ancestors. Shay is hiding his new relationship with Ike from his family and two graffiti sign about a new housing development to be built on the camping land of McNamaras. 55Equisod 5Mayck SmithTim Balme13 October 2015 (2015-10-13)1,082,000[18] Laura Turner's late birthday is coming and her
husband and children disagree on how to mark the day. George has been recovering unpleasant memories from his childhood in Weld surfing, leading to a surfing challenge with 'Orca'. Shay and Ike continue their struggle to protect the local camp site from development. 66Epizod 6Maik SmithNatali Medlock and James
Griffin20 October 2015 (2015-10-20)1,019,000[19] Truths are revealed when George and Arlo play a detective on two fronts: the case of the statue's missing head and Shay's love life. Shay and Ike enter one wing of the Big Mac home to discover a model railway and model for a new housing development followed by
elevated apartments. They take photos but are caught. 77Epizod 7Pino AmentaMaxine Fleming and James Griffin27 October 2015 (2015-10-27)1,027,000[20] Shay and Ike face the legal and emotional consequences of their actions. Arlo shows Shay that Ike has a reputation for sleeping with girls and moving on and
she drops it off. She rejects offers of help from George and some women in the city. George realizes his own limitations as a father and writes an unusually personal column. This makes Shay cry, but still she manipulates Ike into driving her to the airport so she can escape back Sydney. 88Equiod 8Pino AmentaJames
Griffin3 November 2015 (2015-11-03)1,151,000[21] Efforts to keep camping heated up. Ian arrives in the city and helps George deal with the fallout from Shay's departure, with unexpected results. The two sleep together but miss the beginning of the magic. Slipping into the middle part of the relationship. later they agree
that they have made a mistake. City councillors are voting to get the development going ahead. Season 2 (2016–2017) No. inseriesEpisodeDired usingwritten orginal air dateAus. Viewers Part 1 91Epizod 1Maik SmithTim Balme and James Griffin23 August 2016 (2016-08-23)877,000[22] While the rest of the city prepare
for Guy Fawkes Night, George and Arlo adopt a plan to get Shay back to Weld, pretending things are good without her. Ian and George decide their relationship doesn't work. Lindsay moves into Shaya's old room after her dad threatens her boarding school and she runs away from home. Shay returns in time for Guy
Fauquez's Night. Arlo abandons his Lindsay room and sleeps on a blowing bed. 102Equisod 2Maik SmithTim Balme30 August 2016 (2016-08-30)742,000[23] The boundaries of friendship are tested when Woody produces a bill for George. But the main issue is that Woody has feelings for Tracy and thinks Tracy loves
George. Despite his best efforts, George finds himself busy several times. George encourages Tracy to talk to Woody, and she says with the promotion to fight for the fact that she doesn't have time to date and only wants him as a friend. 113Equisod 3Maycl HurstMaxine Fleming6 September 2016 (2016-09-
06)793,000[24] The discovery of the crash site and body reveals Lindsay's truth about her family and George's pitfalls to escape when you are editor of a small paper in the city. Shay and Arlo think Lindsay is unable to grieve when the body turns out to be her long-lost mother. Lindsay throws a party and Shay introduces
her boyfriend from Sydney to everyone. 124Equisod 4Maycl HurstKate McDermott13 September 2016 (2016-09-13)618,000[25] George's dream house on the hill comes up for sale, the one he celebrated as a child. He considers another step, especially given that now he has four teenagers living in the house. Woody
begins an affair with Bex, the owner of a house on a hill. Shay is less fond of her boyfriend Daniel, though he cooks and often compliments her. George rattles his kitchen. Daniel goes before Shay breaks up with him, and takes Lindsay for the trip - before Arlo had to tell her to go back to dad. All welcome extra space.
George doesn't buy a house on the hill. 135Equid 5Murray KinSarah-Kate Lynch and James Griffin20 September 2016 (2016-09-20)592,000[26] George and Katie go on dates and end up kissing. However, both are nervous. Everyone wants to know why he didn't ask her on a second date. The elderly continue to annoy
the locals. Camping development takes an unexpected twist when Constable Tom herds free/illegal campers on the site as he got tired of chasing them to clear their mess. The Big Mac seems powerless to remove them, despite the fact that it now owns the land. He agrees to give the land to the locals. 146 Epiphanius
6Murray KingJeems Griffin27 September 2016 (2016-09-27)695,000[27] As more and more elderly people crowd on the beach, Woody gets on jet skis, eventually in a coma. George is starting a Twitter war against jet skis. Bex understands that you should be with Woody, so say goodbye when he comes. Shay realizes
that Ike can go to the uni and reconcile with him. Arlo breaks into a boat club and flirts with new waitress Emmy. Tracy and Woody come together at last. 157 Episod 7Mayke SmithJack Griffin4 October 2016 (2016-10-04)800,000[28] As the anniversary of Laura's death approaches, it turns out that Shay stole her
mother's ashes from her grandchildren who did not want her to end up in the crypt. Parents come to Weld and Fiona offers their unoccupied family home as a home for them. Zach and Katie provide a temporary, respectful resting place (a Maori box), while the family tries to resolve the issue of a final resting place. Fiona
is shocked to hear that Robbie, her ex-son Big Mac, will soon be out of jail. Arlo and Emma kiss. Laura's ashes are taken to a waterfall and scattered. 168Episod 8Make SmithKeit McDermott4 October 2016 (2016-10-04)728,000[28] The game of cricket loots large in Weld as they play a more dominant Stafford. Monty
plays well, but Robbie refuses to run when they're fighting together, so Monty comes out. George releases his demonic bowl and sings a lot. Tracy hears she has an elevation to the director - but Woody misses the catch when he greets her. Arlo and Emma use their empty home to absorb their relationship before Emma
returns home. Fiona and George go to the bat and win the match for Weld. Shay breaks up with Ike to get him to leave weld and go to the uni in Oakland. Fiona and George kiss after the post-match party. Part 2 179Episode 9Maycle HurstKate McDermott31 January 2017 (2017-01-31)797,000[29] Fiona wants to end
her marriage, but Robbie is trying to change her mind by rebuilding early memories as they prepare to sell their home. Robbie warns George to stay away from Fiona. He carries excessively at the estate agency and his niece leaves work there. Katie is upset with the kiss but denies it when George apologises.
Meanwhile, It's hard for Yin to keep the pregnancy a secret, and abruptly with George. Robbie continues to try to block the sale of the house and continues to call Monty Maureen. A fight broke out in the street, in which more men will soon come. Big Mac and Constable Tom break it down. Monty gets up to Robbie and
brings her daughter back to work at a real estate agency. 1810 Epiphanius 10Michal Beran and James Griffin7 February 2017 (2017-02-07)737,000[30] and Fiona throw dinner but a small party ultimately is an event for 12 couples (some of whom are not even couples). They decide to buy a bigger dining table. Fiona
concerned George suggests they will lead the dinner as he and Laura used to: with him cooking. George agrees to share responsibilities. Guests arrive. Ian calls to say that she needs a new column, since the one that George filed clashes with the main feature. He has until 2am to write a new one. George burns his
hands and throws food on the floor, so gets help. Guests can enjoy dinner. Arlo is a washed-up boat club and has to deal with a drunken McNamaras returning from racing. Robbie Gate breaks dinner. 1911Equisod 11Airline Bell-BoothSarah-Kate Lynch and Kate McDermott14 February 2017 (2017-02-14)647,000[31]
Arlo deceives his dad by signing a form allowing him to move from academic flow (physics and mathematics) to the Gateway program. He wants to be a chef and wants to credit the experience. Other children in the class mock him as he joined in the numbness. This group includes Lindsay, who repeats the year, and
Billy (who is smart but in specific areas such as migrating birds). Shay wonders what she will do with her life. George worries about both of them. Fiona wonders where she fits into the Turner family. 2012Equisod 12Keroline Bell-ButTim Balme21 February 2017 (2017-02-21)718,000[32] George and Fiona have days off.
Mural Shay is blocked by Council permits. Arlo's attempt on a quiet night with Emma comes up in flames as Lindsay brings friends to the party. She gets Emma drunk, so Emma and Arlo don't put out, and Ollie causes the barbecue to explode bringing the fire brigade round. George and Fiona return and Emma heads
back to mum. Ian finally tells George she's expecting twins - but her father may be George, the man she had an affair with in Sydney, or Aika's dad (with whom she slept on Guy Fawkes' night after she and George split up). 2113 Epizod 13Maycl HurstJems Griffin28 February 2017 (2017-02-28)639,000[33] Fiona and
George are struggling to find time to process the news Jan. Fiona decides she wants to have children and the clock is ticking, but George feels his child-rearing days are gone, so they've split up. Shay makes paintings for Dennis to sign as his own, and Aik denies it as a scam, so they broke up. Emma asks Arlo if they
can see other people when they are not together. He thinks it's a test, but it turns out Emma wants to come back with her ex. George-Chef's brother Terry arrives at Weld and begins demonstrating. George worries that he will crash and burn, as he usually does. 2214Equisod 14Maycl HurstSarah-Kate Lynch7 March
2017 (2017-03-07)594,000[34] Terry fascinates Arlo and all of Weld with his plans for a new restaurant, Supported by a Big Mac. Terry sleeps with Hannah and invites her to become his Maitre D. At the opening, a picture of Shay, posted as Dennis, is sold by Ray Bill. George has a problem persuading everyone that his
brother is not as reliable as seems, and should be reluctant to write positive reviews for the paper. However, he refuses to give a speech about Terry on the opening night of the restaurant and then Terry beats him in the face. Lindsay follows Arlo and gives up the alcohol offered by Terry, and the teens end up kissing.
2315Equid 15Mayk SmithMihael Beran and James Griffin14 March 2017 (2017-03-14)591,000[35] George has been working on an article about Terry's restaurant, and the changes he sees at Weld since it opened. Steve arrives by helicopter in pursuit of Ian, who fled Sydney. Soon Steve, George and Zach detoured into
Big Mac, excited by Ian as potential baby parents. Katie has second thoughts about art cheating after Ray has an expert evaluate Dennis's restaurant and declare it likely a scam. However, Ray decides she wants to keep it free and Have Dennis sign him when he returns to NZ in exchange for her keeping quiet. Ollie
convinces Shay that the best way out is to steal the picture and burn it. 2416Equisod 16Mayk SmithJems Griffin21 March 2017 (2017-03-21)681,000[36] George's article is published and Terry quits. However, since George has not criticised his cooking, only his stay out of place at Weld, George knows he is not the
reason. When he finally finds Terry, Terry says he was offered six months to work with the Saudi prince and he can't take Hannah. She knows she's being dumped and very upset. Ollie tells Aik that he and Shay are together, and Aik tries to warn Shay that she needs to understand where he stands (but doesn't explain
exactly why). Fiona and Robbie's family home is for sale. Katie decides to sever ties with Dennis as Ray now wants her to supply fake paintings to a friend's gallery. Poppy asks Ian to share his life and home. Tracy and Woody are engaged, but privately Woody panics. George and Terry have a cooking show, but they
are interrupted by Constable Tom. He found Zac's boat - empty - and should know who was on board. Jan's waters are breaking. Season 3 (2017–2018) NoNo. inseriesEpisodeDirected byWritten byOriginal air dateAus. (2017-09-12)696,000[37] Weld mounts a search and rescue operation for Aik, Zac and Steve. Billy
found out where they would wash, but initially ignored. He and Arlo go to the bay and slick life jackets, but then Billy falls. Zach and Steve return to the city on foot, reporting that Aik sailed on his own. Ollie's drone camera notices Aika, while Hannah and Woody take the boat to the site and pull Aika out of the water alive.
Shay is thrilled. Throughout the search, Ian carried the job and was unaware of the predicament of the child's two potential parents. She has her own twin boys. She then goes into hemorrhhing and hospital staff take over. 262Equisod 2Maik SmithKeit McDermott19 September 2017 (2017-09-19)633,000[38] Ian and the
twins come to George after the hospital. Most of Weld comes to see them, and hold the kids. He loves Ian, whoever his father is. Blood tests knock out two candidates for a child father. Steve is the last man standing, and he and Ian are both happy. But George now had second thoughts about the reason why he and
Fiona split; perhaps he could have had more children?... Shay and Ike seem to be back together, but when Ike recovers from swimming at sea, things are a little awkward. At the surprise party, Woody and Tracy Woody errant a touching speech, but then run out in panic. He tells George about his long-ago teenage
marriage: he's not divorced. 273 Epizod 3Maikle HurstJames Griffin26 September 2017 (2017-09-26)587,000[39] George recruited as a reluctant accomplice to a secret mission to find Woody's first wife and get a divorce. Ike explains that he saw and heard his ancestors and Shay's mother unconscious at sea. He wants
to be alone to process this. Shay is heartbroken. Big Mac tells Fiona he has agreed for Robbie to stay with relatives in Auckland and she seems relieved. Katie is comforting a teaching career with Gateway students who are now unattended as the restaurant (and the work experience he offered) has closed. This is
necessary as it will no longer earn much from the gallery since severing ties with Dennis. Ike's mom, Ngaguya, shows up. Woody calls his first wife about the divorce, but she insists he comes to see her instead of doing divorce by mail. 284Equisod 4Maikle HurstSarah-Kate Lynch & James Griffin3 October 2017 (2017-
10-03)624,000[40] George receives an unlikely message from beyond the grave when Ike tells the family that Laura told him while he was lost at sea. Woody gathers a team of friends to help find his first wife, but soon almost everyone in Weld is aware of his secret. Because it is in Australia, they are planning conference
trips related to Woody's new solar business starts as cover. Meanwhile, Hannah, who reconsidered her life after Terry left her, decided she wanted to become a cop. She has a challenge to convince Constable Tom that she will fit the role. Eventually, Tom agrees to take her on as a support officer (more of an
administrative role), but Hannah believes she will be an investigator. Monty is thrilled Ngahuia is back and hopes to light up the old escape again. 295Equizod 5Manage bell-booth &amp; Chris BaileyM Balme10 October 2017 (2017-10-10)580,000[41] George's fears about Quickie Divorce surgery are understood when
Woody finds his ex-wife in Australia running a dining room - and Woody learns he is the father of her daughter Poppy. The divorce is complete, and after his initial reaction to parenthood, Woody has a bit of ties to Poppy and invites her to Weld to avoid sexist, robbing men visiting the dining room. Tracy meanwhile found
out that everyone else knew Woody had previously been married and never told her. She's angry, and when Woody comes back, she tells him to leave. Shay has with ollie's receipt of rejection. Siouxsie tells Shay that Ollie has a history with girls' signals. 306 Episodus 6Caroline Bell-BoothNatley Medlock and Kate
McDermott and James Griffin17 October 2017 (2017-10-17)513,000[42] Woody and Mack remain at the Turners. Monty and Siussi are also moving because their roof has a leak, so there are eight people in the house. George wants loneliness, but his plan is to get rid of unwanted guests when both of his children leave
instead: Shea to share an empty holiday home with Siouxsie, and Arlo to stay with Lindsay at her grandfather's (Big Mac's). Woody doesn't know what to do with Tracy. George suggests he enroll Mack at school because she has to be enrolled, and he will also speak to Tracy, the principal. But only at the second meeting
he manages to start making amendments. Ngahuia is the interim editor of the newspaper, while it merges with the digital age. 317 Episodus 7 Helena BrooksPip Hall and James Griffin &amp; Kate McDermott24 October 2017 (2017-10-24)567,000[43] George has an empty house. Woody asks him to be his best man
because he will write the best speech. In his Grumspiel (stagnation), Woody fears for his safety, so George drinks a lot of Woody's shots. While George was out, Shay and Siussi attacked his fridge. Women have a hen party and accidentally meet velvet at a nightclub in Stafford. Fiona and Zac are going on a chicken bus
when she thinks he might be Weld's most fertile man. George is thrown out for denying punctuation errors on signs. Katie quit for inviting Ngahuia to stop drinking at her (even before a previous incident where she threw beets at Ngahuia). George and Katie end up on the bus interrupting another couple. Arlo makes
dinner for five. Shay tries to install Arlo and Mack, asking him to go home, even if Lindsay is there. Woody asks Monty to be his best man because he's known him much longer than George. Tracy later asks Mack to become her bride. 328Epizod 8Helena BrooksKate McDermott24 October 2017 (2017-10-24)516,000[43]
George helps Monty write the best person and reflects on his own wedding. Part 2 339Episode 9Mayke SmithJeems Griffin and Kate McDermott14 August 2018 (2018-08-14)507,000[44] Monty panics over her best man and pleads with George for help. Shay starts cleaning the rental for a holiday, and Ollie quits her in
one of the houses even after she tells him she's not interested. He later sends his drone behind her and she smashes it. Fiona discovers that Zac had a vasectomy, so she didn't get pregnant from her attempts. There is a power outage, so innovative ideas are pp for Woody and Tracy's wedding. Monty's speech is going
well. Arlo dances with poppy to Lindsay's chastity. George faces two requests: to help Fiona's ex-girlfriend get pregnant (to donate sperm, not to participate), or to continue an affair with Katie after they kiss. Aussie threatens Ollie after he grabbed Shay by the wrist and Constable Tom intervenes; Later Ollie Weld. Arlo
tries to navigate the situation, but pushed into the wedding cake. Monty will contact Ngaguya. 3410Equisod 10Maik SmithMihael Beran and Kate McDermott21 August 21, 2018 (2018-08-21)472,000[45] George's romantic night with Katie unravels. Fiona's children's plans fell into an emotional and financial snak.
Volunteer firefighter Duane brings fitness boot camp Weld. Siouxsie fancies Duane and signs himself and Shay up. But Duane later accuses her of harassment. 3511Equisod 11Maycl HurstKate McDermott28 Aug 2018 (2018-08-28)446,000[46] George and Katie test their new relationship with the winter camp. Arlo and
Billy agree to leave, but Shay refuses. Then Tracy and Woody decide to join. Zach, too, showed up with a camper. He starts playing man when George is unable to write off the fish, and Arlo admits he thought there would be a shop and shower block. Arlo and Mack grow closer and kiss in the woods, but Billy sees.
George and Katie row, but then makeup. Zach is leaving, and Katie says she knew she had never fished when they camped there years ago: he bought them from fishermen with a boat! Shay struggles when she realizes Aik is asleep with another young woman. The Big Mac has a grand travel plan for Weld and makes
a promotional film declaring Weld a republic. 3612Equizod 12Maycle HurstJems Griffin4 September 2018 (2018-09-04)473,000[47] Arlo twice Lindsay and Mack, since he can't find a way to tell Lindsay that all 10.00.000[47] Arlo, two times Lindsay and Poppi, since he can't find a way to tell Lindsay that all 3.00.000[47]
Arlo, twice Lindsay and Poppi, since he can't find a way to tell Lindsay that everything is 10:00. George worries that he and Katie are causing Billy stress problems. In fact, Billy is stressed to be holding on to arlo's secret. Siouxsie offers the best way for Shay to feel better over Ake - sleeping with someone else. During
the dance, she contacts Duane and returns him to her dad's house. However, when he becomes romantic, saying he would like to go jog with her the next day, she admits that she will only use it for his body and he leaves in disgust. Arlo breaks with Lindsay, and she attacks Mack at school; both girls are suspended.
Because she's a cousin of Sioiessie and her dad says she'll now go to boarding school, Sioiessi feels obliged to offer Lindsay asylum, in many ways to Shay's crooks. 3713Epod 13Keroline Bell-BootMihael Beran and Kate McDermott11 September 2018 (2018-09-11)479,000[48] George and Woody cannot fold after The
Shenanigans Arlo (Woody believes Poppi defended himself in battle and should not have been suspended). Aik receives unlikely help from Shei in his spiritual quest. He plans to search for the remains of the ancestor of a woman who was driven into the forest. His mother is on the side with this, but his dad thinks it's a
goose chase and will keep Aika from going to the unit a second time - and he'll get stuck in Weld for the life. Council restructuring has Weld at risk of being absorbed by Stafford and Big Mac leads 3814 Epiphanius 14Keroline Bell-BoothSarach-Kate Lynch18 September 2018 (2018-09-18)459,000[49] Sioxie and Shay
pick up Joe, hitchhiking, and tell him they are Lema and Louise. They offer him Stay and Shay and Joe kiss. She says home that her real name is Shay Turner, not Louise, and he runs away. Later it will be discovered that he is the son of the man who killed Laura. Katie tries to be an intermediary, and Joe explains that
he overestimated the day his dad ran laura; That's why he texts and runs at a red light. Joe has younger brothers and they need their dad back. George and Arlo decided not to protest against the killer's parole, but Shay is still angry. Poppy beats Bill Jr. when he insults her and drunkenly tries to take liquor from the
boat's club bar. 3915Equisod 15Mayk SmithPipe Hall25 September 2018 (2018-09-25)506,000[50] Upset Katie, Shay avoids family dinners at home. Ian visits and suggests Shea come live with her and help with the twins whether to find out what she wants from life. Katie's house sold out, but she wasn't looking for a
new place. She won't move with George if all the kids are happy with it. Lindsay creates malicious social media accounts named Poppi. Tracy handles bringing Constable Tom to remind everyone of the law. Lindsay deletes the accounts. At a school craft ball session, she threatens to stick Billy's glasses to her face and in
return Poppy cuts off a large piece of hair. Tracy bans Mack from the ball. Woody finds it unfair. He invited Mary, Mack's mother, to attend the ball. Bill Jr. nominates Maxine Alpaca as a presidential candidate from the Weld party. Maxine wins and Fiona is second. Fiona discovers that her boyfriend is working with the Big
Mac to keep Stafford and Weld apart as it will be easier to change land use through the smaller Weld City Council. They plan to build a space station! Shay shocks everyone when she says she wants to be a lawyer like her mother. This means she will need to go back to school and go home - so Katie and Billy still need
to find a place to stay. Ian and George row. Ian sleeps with Zac. 4016Equisod 16Maik SmithKeit McDermott2 October 2018 (2018-10-02)460,000[51] When Shay stays with her father again, there's no room for Billy, so Katie rents a tiny house truck. Shay panic collided with the exam and goes out. Poppy's mother comes,
and Woody tells the truth. She is considering bringing Poppy back to Australia but ultimately decides that Poppy is happy and that she will re-examine NZ. At the ball, Lindsay makes another comment about the snippets, and Billie tells her she was the average girl in the preschool year, and she'll end up being the
average old lady in her old people's house. Lindsay runs away from the ball and seeks shelter in the cold in the store. Shay comforts her and suggests she become an au pair of Ian, which she does. George releases news of the land deal and the mockery of homes. As a result, he resigned from his job. Besieged Monty
decides to break up an affair with Ngaguay because she was part of a group of planners (like an older Kiwi) and didn't appreciate that the houses were sold to be knocked down - not houses. This included Katie. George drives Katie's house-truck to his house so they can Together. George tells Shay and Arlo that their
mother left them money in trust so they have when they're 21 - but Shay can have her early and travel with Siouxsie (so there will be room for Billy). Big Mac introduces Fiona to her 4-year-old grandson Robbie (conceived on his deer night and now left by his mother). Fiona has the opportunity to set up a family with her
boyfriend, but doesn't trust him through a land deal; she agrees with the parents of the abandoned boy. The land situation has not been resolved. The series premiered in Australia on September 15, 2015 on the Seven Network,[52] and premiered in New Zealand on November 5, 2015 on TVNZ 1. [53] In the U.S., the
series premiered on Acorn TV in March 2016 and PBS in March 2017. UPtv has acquired the series and will air it later this year. The series premiered in Finland on YLE TV1 in June 2017. [56] In the UK, the first two series aired on BBC One in April/May 2018. The third series was shown in the UK on BBC One in
July/August 2019. Home Media Season 1[57] along with part one and two[59] season 2 are available on iTunes in Australia. Title DVD Details Set Release Date Accessibility Region 1[60] Region 2[61] Region 4 Australia[62] New Zealand[63] 800 Word Drives: 2 Episodes: 8 December 13, 2016 (2016-12-13) 3 December
1, 2017 (2017-12-31) November 4, 2015 (2015-11-04) December 18, 2015 (2015-12-18) Behind the scenes Featurette 800 WordsSeason Volume 1 Discs: 2 Episodes: 8 April 2017 (2017-04-18) N/A October 12, 2016 (2016-10-12) N/A Behind the Scenes Featurette 800 WordsSeason 2 Volume 2 Discs: 2 Episodes: 8 22
August 2017 (2017-08-22) N/A April 5, 2017 (2017-04-05) N/A Behind the Scenes Featurettes: Melin's Weld Tour; Interview with Eric Thomson 800 WordsSeason 2 Episodes: 16 N/A 31 December 2018 (2018-12-31)(2 Discs) N/A May 11, 2017 (2017-05-11)(4 Discs) 8 WordSeason 3 Volume 1 Discs: 2 Episodes: 8 23
October 2018 (2018-10-23) TBA 7 March 2018 (2018-03-07) TBA 800 WordsSeason 3 Volume 2 Discs: 2 Episodes: 8 February 2019 (2019-02-05) TBA TBA TBA Dates for release of DVDs Features region 2[64] Region 4(Australia)[65] 800 WordsComplete Seasons 1&amp;2(24 episodes) December 31, 20 198 (2018-
12-31)(4 discs) April 5, 2017 (2017-04-05)(6 drives) Region 4: Romantic and Women Weld Melina's Weld Tour Interview with Eric Thomson Viewership Season 1 (2015) No. Title Air date Overnight ratings Consolidated ratings Totalviewers Ref(s) Viewers Rank Viewers Rank 1 Episode 1 15 September 2015 1,219,000 2
131,000 1 1,350,000 [14][66] 2 Episode 2 22 September 2015 1,192,000 1 217,000 1 1,409,000 [15][67] 3 Episode 3 29 September 2015 1,170,000 1 233,000 1 1,403,000 [16][68] 4 Episode 4 6 October 2015 1,055,000 2 254,000 1 1,309,000 [17][69] 5 Episode 5 13 October 2015 1,082,000 1 225,000 1 1,307,000 [18]
[70] 6 Episode 6 20 October 2015 1,019,000 2 235,000 1 1,254,000 [19][71] 7 Episode 7 27 October 2015 1,027,000 3 219,000 1 1,246,000 [20][72] Episode 8 3, 2015 1,151,000 6,165,000 4,316,000 [21][73] Season 2 (2016–2017) No. Title Air date Overnight ratings Consolidated ratings Totalviewers Ref(s) Viewers
Rank Viewers Rank 1 Episode 1 23 August 2016 877,000 7 164,000 4 1,041,000 [22][74] 2 Episode 2 30 August 2016 742,000 11 209,000 6 951,000 [23][75] 3 Episode 3 6 September 2016 793,000 11 238,000 3 1,031,000 [24][76] 4 Episode 4 13 September 2016 618,000 14 228,000 8 846,000 [25][77] 5 Episode 5 20
September 2016 592,000 14 221,000 9 813,000 [26][78] 6 Episode 6 27 September 2016 695,000 12 175,000 7 870,000 [27][79] 7 Episode 7 4 October 2016 800,000 9 192,000 4 992,000 [28][80] 8 Episode 8 4 October 2016 728,000 10 169,000 8 897,000 [28][80] 9 Episode 9 31 January 2017 797,000 9 211,000 4
1,008,000 [29][81] 10 Episode 10 7 February 2017 737,000 10 198,000 7 935,000 [30][82] 11 Episode 11 14 February 2017 647,000 12 207,000 7 854,000 [31][83] 12 Episode 12 21 February 2017 718,000 11,176,000 7,894,000 [32][84] 13 Episode 13 February 28, 2017 639,000 1,1 1 1 207,000 8,846,000 [33][85] 14
Episode 14 7 March 2017 594,000 13,225,000 7,819.0 000 [34][86] 15 Episode 15 14 March 2017 591,000 12,210,000 9,801,000 [35][87] 16 Episode 16 21, 2017 681,000 11,212,000 7,893,000 [36][88] Season 3 (2017–2018) No. Title Air date Overnight ratings Consolidated ratings Totalviewers Ref(s) Viewers Rank
Viewers Rank 1 Episode 1 12 September 2017 696,000 10 159,000 7 855,000 [37][89] 2 Episode 2 19 September 2017 633,000 10 146,000 8 779,000 [38][90] 3 Episode 3 26 September 2017 587,000 11 163,000 8 750,000 [39][91] 4 Episode 4 3 October 2017 624,000 10 150,000 8 774,000 [40][92] 5 Episode 5 10
October 2017 580,000 12 172,000 9 752,000 [41][93] 6 Episode 6 17 October 2017 513,000 15 193,000 9 706,000 [42][94] 7 Episode 7 24 October 2017 567,000 13 171,000 9 738,000 [43][95] 8 Episode 8 24 October 2017 516,000 14 197,000 11 713,000 [43][95] 9 Episode 9 14 August 2018 507,000 15 155,000 11
662,000 [44][96] 10 Episode 10 21 August 2018 472,000 17 184,000 11 656,000 [45][97] 11 Episode 11 28 August 2018 446,000 17 162,000 11 608,000 [46][98] 12 Episode 12 4 September 2018 473,000 16,174,000 11,647,000 [47][99] 13 Episode 13 September 2018 479,000 16 14 3,143,000 11,622,000 [48][100] 14
Episode 14 18 September 2018 459,000 18,160,000 11,619,000 [49]] [101] 15 Episode 15 25 Sep 2018 506,000 16 135,000 11,641,000 [50][102] 16 Episode 16 16 October 2018 460,000 17,182,000 11,642,000 [51][103] Remake on January 8, 2018, 2018 premiered the film The Somer in Seeland (translation : Summer
in Seeland). The show stars Daniel Buiswain as Shors Mulder, Pip Pellens as his daughter Fenn Mulder and Tonko Bossen as his son Jürgen Mulder. The remake follows the same storyline but changes the setting to the Dutch province of Seeland, after which the country of New Zealand was named. March 2, 2015. In
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